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Outline

Critical look at some important issues surrounding lifecycle investing

Lifecycle funds
Approaches
Digression on risk
Conclusions

Multifunds
Major Issues
Prescriptions
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Lifecycle or target date investing

Investors face shortening of investment horizon as they age

Asset allocation should become more conservative, i.e., lower weight 
of equities

Traditional rule: equity weight = 100% - age [%]
Optimized solutions

Implementation
Personal
Mutual funds for age groups
Pension funds

– Multifunds
– Full member choice
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Source: Bodie and Treussard, “Making Investment Choices as Simple as Possible: An Analysis of Target Date Retirement Funds, working 
paper, 2007. 100-age: equity weight equals 100% – age in %, TDF: average of six US target date funds. Assumes retirement age of 60.

Dynamic equity weights

TRADITIONAL LIFE CYCLE INVESTING 
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Optimal asset allocation solution?

The icon of modern finance 
(Markowitz)

Basis for strategic asset allocation

Lifecycle fund solution: lower target 
risk with age

But: estimation risk: forecasting 
skill? Optimisation or error 
maximization?

How to fit alternative assets?

Illusion of precision?

Dangerous tool for most investors 
(corner solutions, iterations)Source: Bodie and Treussard (2007)

MARKOWITZ ALLOCATION
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A broader view on risk

MARKET RISK VS. ACTIVE RISK

Active risk/
Non-directional risk

Market risk/
Directional risk

Pure “bets”
(non-directional,

active bets)

Strategic asset allocation:
exposure to directional risks/bets

(equity beta, duration, …)

ALPHA 
(>0 or <0)

Reward

Source: Pictet Asset Management 

Market Risk 
Premium 
(>0 or <0)

BelohnungReward
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Risk allocation

Market
risk

Active risk

Passive equities

Pure 
market 
neutral

Hedge Fund “market 
neutral”

Active equities

Macro Hedge Fund 

Passive fixed income

Active fixed income

Private Equity
Fund-of-Hedge 
Funds

Source: Pictet Asset Management 

Traditional investments

Alternative investments



77Source: Frontier Capital Management. “Super Endowments”: Harvard and Yale. Data for 31.12.2006 in USD

SUPER ENDOWMENT ASSET ALLOCATION

Example of a risk budget – US university endowments
Allocation
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Lifecycle funds – initial conclusions

Dynamic asset allocation over life time is a highly sensible approach

Personal factors (wealth, human capital) may dominate age as 
determining factor

Dependance on quantitative tools to provide aggressively dogmatic 
allocations requires very high levels of skill

Start with a portfolio that is very broadly diversified across the major 
risk classes

Do not allow allocation to become too dogmatic (fixed-income heavy) 
as retirement age approaches
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Multifunds

The multifund approach is obviously superior to the traditional 
occupational pension plan

Greater freedom of choice can accommodate a broader range of individual 
circumstances
Dynamic asset allocation (over life cycle but possibly also market timing)

Implementation
The basic problem:
“Many participants in self-directed retirement plans do not know enough about 
investing to choose rationally among alternatives. Others may know enough, but 
find it unpleasant or too time-consuming.” Bodie and Treussard [2007]

Importance of default options
Agency problems
Horizon issues
Regulatory issues
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The Chilean solution
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Source: Bodie and Treussard (2007). 100-age: equity weight equals 100% – age in %, TDF: average of six US target date funds. Chile 
max./min.: max./min. allocation to equities under Chilean regulations. Chile default: max. equity allocation for Chilean default solution by 
age group. Assumes retirement age of 60.

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION
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Multifunds – major issues I

Asymmetric view on risk during saving phase
Strategy too aggressive: failure to achieve target wealth may happen but, if it does,  
very visible and failure may occur tomorrow
Strategy too conservative: failure to achieve target is guaranteed but problem will 
become obvious only very far in the future

Drawdown is the major risk factor (in terms of both absolute and 
relative performance)

“Survivability” of strategy/product (given free choice of plan)

Procyclical allocation by members
Chasing what recently worked (market timing)

Herding: competitive and regulatory pressure on short-term 
performance
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Multifunds – major issues II

Regulatory impact
Minimum return requirement leads to short investment horizon (“need to insure”)
Home country bias
Alternative investments
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Shortfall risk – sustainability of pension payments?

PROBABILITY OF MEETING WITHDRAWAL RATES

Source: 2007 Morningstar, Inc.
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Danger of short-term focus – example

Source: Morningstar, The Brandes Institute
Data as of 31/12/06, EAFE mutual funds, USD returns

EAFE MUTUAL FUNDS
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Short-term manager selection

Source: Morningstar, The Brandes Institute
Data as of 31/12/06, USD returns

TOP 14 FUNDS: APPEARANCES IN LOWER DECILES (1997 – 2006)
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Short-term vs. long-term

Source: Morningstar, The Brandes Institute
Data as of 31/12/06, USD returns

TOP 14 FUNDS: DECILES BASED ON ROLLING 3-YEAR ANNUALIZED PERFORMANCE (1997 – 2006)
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Procyclical allocation?

Source: Morningstar, Inc. Returns are ended April 30, 2005
Data: USD mutual fund returns: time-weighted (left) and money-weighted (right)

TIME-WEIGHTED VS. MONEY WEIGHTED RETURNS
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Herding: how to beat the benchmark?

Source: CTC Consulting, Inc.

TOTAL RETURNS OF TOTAL FUND PORTFOLIOS PERIODS ENDING 12/07
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Prescriptions I

1. Major educational effort required to ensure that potential benefits of 
multifunds/member choice are realized

2. Set default options towards upper end of range of “acceptable risk” 

3. Loosen minimum return requirement (longer horizon)

4. Discourage excessive switching (impose fee?)

5. Loosen restrictions on foreign investment and alternative investments 
to improve portfolio balance

6. Consider extending freedom of choice to allow individual, tailored 
solutions
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Conclusions

Multifund structure is superior alternative to traditional pension funds

Realisation of potential requires major educational effort to ensure 
that members are sufficiently knowledgeable to exploit positive 
aspects of multifund system

“Herding” may lead to very limited real choice for members 

Other dangers include poorly timed, overly frequent changes of funds 
and insufficient risk taking during the accumulation phase

Regulatory drag introduced by short-term minimum return 
requirements may introduce large opportunity costs

Member choice including direct access to building blocks of pension 
funds would alleviate most problems
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